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Pastor Duval is doing what he does best: listening and learning intently to what is being taught from the
Word of God. He is our most outstanding example of a convert becoming an indigenous pastor. The newly
planted church under his leadership has become the model of what we are trying to do, and he has become
our indigenous hero. He has led his church to engage 4 other Quilombola villages and because of their effective witness, folks are coming to faith on a regular basis. Pray for this remarkable disciple and ask the Lord to
raise up many more like him and through him.
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God, in 2002, began to do something incredible
within the congregation of the First Baptist Church
of Hilliard, Florida. We stumbled upon the concept
of becoming a globally significant church by taking
personal responsibility for the Great Commission
and specifically, getting the gospel to those people
who still have not heard the name of Christ. Revolutionary huh? Well, for us and many other churches, it was!

engaged nearly 200 of over one thousand unreached villages in our primary state in Brazil. Indigenous, non-dependent, self-reproducing churches
have been established in strategic places.

Looking back we are amazed! To quote one of our
pastors, “God has obviously done this because
none of us are smart enough to have figured it
out.”

The earthly hero of LINC-UP Missions is you! You
We found that the Lord is faithful to His Word. The
were bold enough to believe that God is worthy of
church began to experience the blessings of God in
the worship even of those who are yet to hear His
a variety of ways. We were on the road to becomname. You personally embraced the Great Commising a healthy church.
sion believing that no one has the right to hear the
Then pastor, Richie Allen, wanted other churches of gospel twice until all have heard it once. You investsimilar size and demographic to have the same
ed your money, you dedicated your prayers and
blessings through cross-culture missions to the un- perhaps have even traveled to the field.
reached that FBC Hilliard had experienced. So, in
We salute you! Without you, LINC-UP would still be
2006, LINC-UP Missions was founded as a vehicle to
a remote dream and a concept still on the drawing
mobilize US churches and connect them with the
board. With you, we have all made a significant
unreached around the world.
contribution to the eternal kingdom of Him who is
In 2007, the Lord called the Allens to fulltime mis- worthy of all glory, dominion and power forever
sionary service to Brazil through LINC-UP Missions. and ever. May He continue to bless you as we work
Today, LINC-UP exists to develop sending churches together to take the gospel of His grace to those
and missional believers in the US in order to reach who are yet to hear.
those in the uttermost parts of the earth who are
yet to hear the good news.
Since inception, LINC-UP has worked in multiple
nations with dozens of unreached people groups.
Our primary focus is to reach the Quilombolas of
Brazil. Through our church partnerships, we have
mobilized 100s of short-term mission teams and
missionaries. We currently employ 6 vocational
missionary families and work in partnership with
various agencies and national colleagues. We have
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A few weeks ago, Heather and I arrived unannounced
at meeting of one of our indigenous Quilombola
churches in the jungle of Brasil. Amidst the hugs,
smiles and laughs of this warm reunion, the pastor
joked with his congregation, “The arrival of Pastor
Richie is similar to the second coming of the Lord in the
fact that no one knows the day or the hour. He just
simply shows up without warning.”

Dr. Allen is the Director of
LINC-UP Missions, Teaching Pastor of Grace
Church Bonifay, FL and
Adjunct Professor at The
Baptist College of Florida.
Bible stories, evangelize verbally or preach. We are going to demonstrate the love of God by building this
house.”

After an extended time of “catching up,” it was time for
the worship service. Naturally, the pastor relinquished
the floor to the visiting pastor, mentor and missionary.
With a great sense of insufficiency, I stood before the
glowing faces of 30 previously unreached but now recently converted Quilombola believers. Their eager
posture indicated that they expected a profound word
from God through their gringo teacher.

I sat on a rough-cut bench in a sweltering mud-walled
church and humbly bowed my head. How can I teach
these people anything about being a sending church?
They are the best model that I have ever seen of a
functioning sending church reaching the unreached for
the glory of Christ. Aren’t announcements supposed to
The Lord had placed a few ideas on my heart from Robe about the schedule of mundane events such as
mans chapter 15 about the nature of a sending church.
committee meetings and Sunday School socials? How
After an energetic and interactive Bible Study, I ended
dare they turn announcement time into something
with their vocal disappointment of only having
eternally significant! Isn’t our default mission mode
preached for one hour.
supposed to be to go and build? Yet he had to deproAfter urging the pastor to once again take the floor, he gram his people from preaching mode and into buildbegan to give the weekly announcements to the coning mode.
gregation. Pretty typical, huh? Not at all! He began by
From this night in the jungle I walked away with several
telling of a 76-year-old Quilombola man who came to
lessons. First, the process is working. At this point,
faith the previous night through their mission work in
maybe we need to stay out of their way to keep from
another village. He then spoke of a senhora who acmessing it up. Second, in our highly advanced model of
cepted Christ in a different village where the church
church, maybe we need to step back and learn from
has established a Bible study two nights a week.
those who simply hear the Word, believe it, and put it
Amidst the rejoicing of the congregation, he next tells
in action. God seems to be saturating their faith with
them of an opportunity to participate in the evangeliHis presence, power and good pleasure. To Him alone
zation of still another village they have adopted.
be the glory!
“Tomorrow we are going to construct a mud house for
a woman in desperate need. We are not going to tell

Facebook: @lincupmissions
Instagram: @lincupmissions
Email: lincupmissions@yahoo.com
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Below, Francinelia on mission this year as
a believer

Above, Francinelia receives a water filter
last year as an unbeliever.

Missionaries must possess a variety of skills. Unfortunately, many of the mission students that Dr. Allen
teaches at The Baptist College of Florida lack these skills.
So, LINC-UP Missions hosted its first “Tribe Camp” at the
Allen Farm in South Alabama. TRIBE is an acronym that
stands for Training Rugged Interior Brazil Evangelists. If
you are going to work in the Interior of Brazil, you had
better be “rugged.”

chicken prep and fish fileting constituted the next
station. Basic carpentry and emergency medical skills
rounded out the course.

The camp received high reviews from the participants
and LINC-UP staff is planning the next event with more
skills to be learned. Investing in, and equipping future
missionaries, is one more way that LINC-UP is affecting
the frontlines of global missions. If you have interest in
A dozen or so mission students along with all of the
Tribe Camp, or know someone who is, contact Jonah to
LINC-UP Missions field staff and several Board Members reserve a spot.
converged in the woods of Alabama. After camping for
the night, the students were put through several
stations in order to gain basic survival and missionary
skills.
All missionaries who work in a tribal context must be
able to tie basic knots in order to secure a hammock off
of the ground for sleeping. So, a knot station was first.
Missionaries also need the ability to take a chicken from
pecking the ground to being served for dinner. So,
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I distinctly remember how tired we
were as the sun was setting back in
May of 2016. Cheryl, Luke, Arilton
and I had driven well over 100 miles
of rutted, washed out dirt roads
that day. I didn’t really want to go,
but felt a compelling nudge to visit
one last community before I laid my
head down. After arriving in the
small village there were no smiles,
there was no joy, and only looks of
hopelessness on each and every
face that we saw. Their mouths
were not moving even though I
asked questions, but their eyes
were answering “What are you doing here? “ I pressed on until I was
finally given a name of “Patricia”
with whom I knew I must speak .
After finding her house tucked away
in a back nook of the village, I
clapped at the front entrance, because as usual there wasn’t a front door. This middle
aged, skinny, proud lady appeared before us. I introduced myself and stated that I along with my friends
had heard of her village and wanted to get to know
them better. We talked briefly over a cup of coffee
and retired for the evening. Cheryl and I, along with
some of our missionary colleagues, went back several
more times over the course of 3 years to continue to
build trust with Patricia and the people of her village
with hopes of one day earning the opportunity of sharing the gospel. The one question that she kept asking
was “Why do you keep coming back?” We purposefully gave her an insufficient answer, so the tension
would burn as to why we were really there. After

earning enough trust, the gospel in story form was shared with Patricia and
her village for the first time nearly two
years after our first visit. One year later, Patricia said she was on the road to
God. I can happily report to you that on
July 6, 2019 she accepted Christ as her
Savior. Patricia’s testimony took us
back to May 2016 to that first encounter. On the day we met, she had had
an extremely difficult day and had
found insufficient answers at the end
of every question and then she heard
someone clapping at her front door
and wondered, “Who is this white man
who knows my name and what does he
want?” She went on to say that he
didn’t want anything, but desired to be
my friend. She said that over the next
couple of years she discovered what
truth and love is through the stories
she had heard.
When I think about the roads that are mentioned in
this story (i.e. over 100 miles of dirt road traveled and
being on the road to God), I can’t help but be thankful.
First, for you who see the eternal significance in the
work that is being done to make His name known
among the Quilombolas. Second, I am thankful for Jesus being the only one that makes that journey to God
possible. Even though God does not need any of us, He
allows all of us to be part of His perfect plan.
In His Hands,
Dane & Cheryl Caldwell

Dane and Cheryl Caldwell have served as church partnership
facilitators with LINC-UP Missions since 2013.
Sending Church: First Baptist Church of Port St Joe, FL
Facebook: @LINCUPMISSIONSCaldwell
Email: Caldwell.lincupmissions@yahoo.com
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It was a sermon titled “A Search for Significance” that
helped propel us, TJ and Kerri Helsel, from the pew to
the mission field. In 2014, Dr. Richie Allen, president
of LINC-UP Missions, was preaching at Bel Aire Baptist
Church in Gulfport, Mississippi, when he asked, “Are
you being significant for Christ?” TJ is a retired Marine
who owns a lawn and landscaping business. I was a
special education teacher at a local high school. We
were both extremely involved in our church. TJ was
finance chairman, sang in the choir, and served on
numerous committees, while I taught Sunday School,
discipleship training, and played in the praise band.
After listening to Dr. Allen’s sermon and searching the
scripture, we decided that while what we were doing
was good, it wasn’t the best that God had intended
for us. So, I quit my job and we joined LINC-UP to help
with reconnaissance and discipleship of Quilombolas.
In essence, we travel to remote areas and evaluate
the viability of Quilombola villages for the work of
LINC-UP. Also, we return to communities to share the
Gospel with nonbelievers and teach and train new
believers. Every trip is different for us and many hours
are spent on the road. We have realized that Quilombolas are hungry for knowledge of the one true God.
They want to hear more, learn more, give more, and

work more for Christ.
One such believer, Raimundinho, was saved after listening to the story of the Great Catch. He spent the
entire next day walking from hut to hut telling his
neighbors about Jesus. He does not let his inability to
read stop him from sharing the truth. Another believer walked away from his life as a witch doctor after
being born again. He said, “My pockets are now empty, but my heart is full.” We are able to travel to, encourage, and teach each of these new believers. We
have been able to see people go from not knowing
the story of creation to teaching a small group in their
home. For us, our significance is found on the back
roads leading into remote Brasilian jungles. Our significance is found in sharing the truth of the Holy God
with those who have never heard. We have dozens
and dozens of examples of people coming to a saving
faith in Christ and of those who have grown immensely in their walk. God is worthy of praise!!!

TJ and Kerri Helsel have been missionaries with
LINC-UP since 2014.
Sending Church: Bel Aire Baptist Church,
Gulfport, MS
Facebook: @lincupmissionshelsel
Instagram: @lincuphelsel
Email: helsel.lincupmissions@yahoo.com
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There was a buzz about traveling to a new village only
accessible by water. There was talk that it was difficult
to reach, therefore no one had begun work there. It
sounded like a tale from one of the missionary biographies I read as a child. It began to feel a little surreal.
With a team from our home church, Parkwood Baptist
in Concord, NC, we loaded up a motor boat and began
our trip across an open lake. I cannot lie. I felt like I
was in the pages of National Geographic as we maneuvered around the lake and toward this remote village.
As we approached this village, different feelings
washed over me: humility, reality, shame. The excitement of a remote village for the first time had overtaken my emotions. As I stepped foot on the shores of
this village, it was no longer my emotions that gripped
me, but my heart. It was full because this village was
overflowing with hospitality. It was full because God
was allowing us to be a part of taking His Word to
those who had not heard. He didn’t need us but yet
He allowed us this amazing privilege. The children
were skeptical at first then began climbing on us like a
jungle gym giving way to huge smiles and laughter.
One lady sat with me for hours describing how she had
fourteen children but her husband had over twenty. I
guess she could read my confusion. My heart sank as
she explained, as if it was acceptable and normal, that
he had several children with other women before and
while they were married. She described the lack of
education in their village and the government’s lack of

care for their plight. She was defeated with little hope
of a brighter tomorrow. This was her reality. But it
was also mine. God has sent us down a path that has
seemed crooked and dark at times. But as I sat in this
newly entered village, it became so clear that the path
was straight and well-lit. For this path brought us to
exactly where He wanted us at this moment in time.
He had placed the pieces of the puzzle together, each a
part of fulfilling the Great Commission. For without
each of these pieces, this village will remain unreached. Maybe it was your prayers that guided the
hearts of our leaders to take us to this specific village.
Maybe it was your financial gift that paid for the fare
for the boat. Maybe it was your GA lesson that began
to stir my heart toward missions. Maybe it was your
encouragement that nudged a team member to join a
particular team.
God has made a clear plan for us to move to this area
soon. Reaching this village regularly will not be easy,
but it will be worth it. It will be worth it each time we
can proclaim His name. It will be worth it each time
we can show His love. It will be worth it when someone finds peace and joy in Him This process may take
weeks or years, It doesn’t matter. What matters is that
each day we are given the opportunity to share the
hope that only God can ultimately bring to their lives.

Matthew, Kristin, Andrew and
Anna Trick have been missionaries with LINC-UP since 2018.
Sending Church: Parkwood Baptist Church in Concord, NC
Follow the Tricks on Social Media!
Facebook: LINC UP Missions Trick
Instagram: @lincup_trick
mktrick@lincupmissions.com

“Look at the nations and observe— be utterly astounded! For I am doing something in your days that
you will not believe when you hear about it.” Habakkuk 1:5
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I first met Dr. Richie Allen in 2009 when I served as a
translator for a short-term mission team.
Having served with several teams in the past, I immediately sensed the difference with LINC-UP Missions. The
mission strategy which focused upon reaching the unreached without creating dependency and equipping the
Quilombolas to reach their own people was appealing to
me.
After serving as a translator for several years, I began to
work permanently with LINC-UP in 2012. I now serve as
the Field Logistical Coordinator. That means, I am responsible for finding and equipping Brazilian translators to
serve with LINC-UP teams. I also help with other logistical
needs for LINC-UP missionaries.

to relocate to the interior of Brazil and serve as a frontline missionary among the Quilombolas. Pray for me. I
hope to see you here in Brazil soon.
Rafael

Facebook: @Rafael.Lione

As I am completing my seminary studies this year, I plan

I (Jonah) am the Stateside Coordinator for LINC-UP. I
handle all things administrative for the entire organization, from financial accounting, to the publication of the
Frontline and all things in between. That means, if you
have a question about a donation or financial statement,
I am your contact. If you would like to schedule a missions event at your church, or If you would like to contact Dr. Allen or any of our missionaries about a speaking
engagement, I’m your contact . Basically, whatever your
need from LINC-UP Missions or LINC-UP personnel, I can
help you and look forward to hearing from you.

The Chittys currently reside in Dothan, AL. Jonah is pursuing a
degree in Cross Cultural missions through the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary.
You can follow the Chittys online at
www.chittyfamilyonmission.com
Facebook: @lincupchitty

Contact me via email: jonah@lincupmissions.com
or by phone :334-803-3085
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LINC-UP Missions began engaging the Quilombolas of
Brazil in 2009. Because of the suspicious nature of these
people, from 2009 to 2011, we were allowed to enter
only 3 villages.
One of our indigenous leaders had an idea. He said,
“What if we used water filters as a bridge and trustbuilder with these people? The
fact of the matter is, these folks
are already suffering the physical effects of drinking unclean
water. Maybe this could be a
way to gain trust and admittance
into these unreached communities.”

mission strategy perfectly and it has expedited the process of reaching the Quilombolas.
This crude but very Brazilian filter made of mud on a
potter’s wheel has received high scientific reviews for its
effectiveness. It is culturally appropriate, affordable and
effective. It even serves as a visual demonstration of how
God has designed the earth to filter
its water through many layers of
mud and sand. So, it even helps us
with introducing them to our great
creator God.
The spiritual benefit of this mud
filter to the evangelization of the
Quilombolas has been immeasurable. The physical benefits are also
remarkable. Within a few days after
distributing filters in a village, a visible difference in the health of the
people is obvious.

We tried this for the first time in
early 2012. The response was
overwhelming! Since 2012, we
have used water filters to enter
over 175 otherwise closed communities. The Lord has definitely
used Project Living Water to
propagate the gospel.

The bottom line: we can place one
filter in a Quilombola home for
about $15. A typical village has 50
Our initial challenge was, how
mud houses. So, for $750, we can
do we use water filters without
get a filter in each house and the
violating our mission principles.
gospel in the entire village. We are
We did not want to be seen as Santa Claus and therefore not
primarily in the water filtration business, but the
create dependency on the part of the Quilombolas. So,
gospel business. These filters have greatly enhanced our
strategy became very important.
ability to communicate the riches of Christ to and people
who have never heard. To Him be the glory!
We knew we had to use a filter that was indigenously
appropriate and available. We also knew that we must
use products that are sustainable by the people so as not
to cause dependency. We communicate very clearly that
we are supplying a one time gift that must be maintained
properly by the recipients. To this day, it has fit our
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Interactive Workshops offered by LINC-UP:
•

From Here to the Ends of the Earth—Weekend Mobilization Workshop

•

Communicating Christ Cross-culturally—The Art of Effective Bible Story-telling

•

Uma Igreja Enviadora—Becoming a Sending Church

•

Effective Mission Strategy—Short-term Mission Teams with Long-term Results

•

Critical Components of Fund-raising

•

And More!

For more info, visit www.lincupmissions.com
To schedule an event or a missionary speaker, contact Jonah Chitty by email or phone
jonah@lincupmissions.com — 334-803-3085
Secure Online Giving also available from our website.
All Donations are tax-deductible and should be mailed to:
PO BOX 181001
Tallahassee FL 32318
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